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Abstract

Web-enhanced teaching has been widely utilized in many disciplines in US higher education since the development of the internet and the continuous advancement of information technology. The purpose of this study is to investigate the learning effectiveness of web-enhanced teaching in landscape construction studio courses and compare students’ preference in different learning vehicles between the 2003-2004 and 2011-2012 surveys. The satisfaction level with web-enhanced teaching increased to 95% in the 2011-2012 investigation, compared to 73%-87% in the 2003-2004 one. Further, in the 2011-2012 study, more graduate students reported that their learning would be worse without web-enhanced teaching than undergraduates. The two surveys (2003-04 and 2011-12) on preferred learning
vehicles yielded a similar result: online lectures were highly preferred by graduate students, while help from instructors in the studio and help from classmates were highly preferred by undergraduates. Further, students expecting an A grade preferred individual learning whereas students expecting a B or C grade relied on interactive learning methods. This study provides landscape architecture instructors with an insight into the opportunities and challenges of implementing web-enhanced teaching in studio-based courses. Particularly, lessons learned from both studies are summarized for those who may use a similar pedagogical approach.
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Introduction

Web-enhanced teaching has been widely utilized in many disciplines in higher education since the development of the internet and the continuous advancement of information technology (IT) (Scanlon et al., 2000). The roles of the internet and IT have quickly changed from a subordinate function to an essential element in the classroom, enhancing the learning process (Benbunan-Fich, 2002). For example, students with special needs or difficulties in getting to school for some reason, such as illness or unexpected accidents, can benefit from web-enhanced teaching because it can provide the students with distant learning activities that allow them to access course content and materials at anytime and anywhere (Salomoni and Mirri, 2004). Further, web-based tools using IT are effective in
developing systematic teaching materials and reducing the workload of instructors (Chang et al., 2006).

The internet and IT have also improved the pedagogical aspects in students’ learning experiences in the design studio (Matthews and Weigand, 2001). The positive influence of the web-enhanced teaching method on design education has been described by three factors: 1) fast information exchange (saving time), 2) distance interaction and communication, and 3) efficient learning and presentation (Chen and You, 2010). However, a concern about web-enhanced or web-based teaching in studio courses can be raised with respect to decreased face-to-face interactivity that is a key component in studio or classroom learning (Li, 2007). In landscape architecture studio teaching, interactivity has been regarded as one of the most important pedagogical
components. Therefore, web-enhanced teaching’s positive gain and its negative loss in interactivity should be carefully balanced. As a form of education, web-enhanced method has been devised to enhance students’ learning experiences in a design studio-based course, which combines traditional face-to-face instruction with web-enhanced teaching (Jonasson, 1997, Abrams and Haefner, 2002). In a web-enhanced studio course, students and instructors are present at the same time during the face-to-face session and continue to communicate outside of the class through e-learning. Bender and Vredevoogd (2006) reported that blended learning in delivering course materials and facilitating group work, which combines personal interaction with online education, were positively related to students’ enhanced learning experiences. In another study comparing the effectiveness between web-based and web-enhanced teaching, it was found
that web-enhanced teaching produced a better success rate in achieving students’ learning as well as contributing to a lower course dropout rate than the web-based one (Dziuban and Moskal, 2001). Li (2007) also reported that web-enhanced teaching was a valuable source in landscape architecture studio-based courses, and undergraduate students preferred different types of learning vehicles compared to graduate students. Since IT has been continuously improved and students’ accessibility and familiarity with IT products has also been improved, the roles of web-enhanced teaching in enhancing students’ learning might have changed in recent years. Hence, it is meaningful to investigate the effectiveness of web-enhanced teaching, and to examine the trend of learning vehicles preferred in studio-based courses between the past and the present.
The researchers conducted a longitudinal comparison on two investigations that were eight years apart (the first one in 2003-04 and the second in 2011-2012) with the following specific purposes: 1) evaluation of students’ learning satisfaction and the effectiveness of e-learning in landscape architecture construction studio courses, 2) comparison of trends in learning vehicles preferred by graduate and undergraduate students, and 3) examination of preferred learning vehicles between students expecting an A grade and those expecting a B or C grade.
Methods

Study Samples and Data

This study is a follow-up investigation for a study conducted in 2003-2004 in assessing the effectiveness of students’ learning in a web-enhanced landscape construction studio course by Li (2007). In this study, assessment data were collected by survey instruments for a total of 45 undergraduate and 26 graduate students enrolled in landscape construction studio courses at Texas A&M University during 2011 and 2012. The survey focused on students’ perceived satisfaction and preferences for several learning methods, including web-enhanced teaching and traditional face-to-face methods (Table 1). A total of eight items were measured in the 2003-2004 survey and ten items were
measured in the 2011-2012 survey. In each semester, students were asked to respond to two similar surveys regarding their learning experiences. The first survey was conducted right after the midterm exam and the second one was asked on the last day of the semester. In both surveys, students ranked learning vehicles in terms of learning effectiveness. Further, students evaluated their learning satisfaction with web-enhanced teaching in both surveys.

Please see Table 1 in the PDF version

Analysis Procedure

To compare results from two investigations, as a basic step of analyses, descriptive statistics were conducted to examine the
satisfaction with web-enhanced teaching and e-learning efficiency. For the analysis of the trend changes in preferred learning vehicles between two investigations (2003-2004 vs. 2011-2012 surveys), average rankings of each vehicle were compared between two groups: graduate and undergraduate students. In addition, bivariate analyses between students who expected an A grade and those expecting a B or C grade were conducted to further examine the mean differences. The hypothesis of this analysis is that students who expected a higher grade were more likely to prefer individual and web-enhanced teaching while students expecting a lower grade were more likely to prefer more interactive teaching methods such as help from instructors or classmates.
Results

Learning Satisfaction

In the 2003-2004 study, the overall percentage of students satisfied with web-enhanced teaching was 73% in the first survey and it improved to 87% in the second one. In 2011 and 2012, the percentage of satisfaction was 95%, significantly higher than those in the 2003-2004 study. We attribute the significant increase of satisfaction to two factors. First is the advancement of information technology that was further integrated into the 2011-2012 teaching. The 2011-2012 online course management software (i.e., Vista System) was more user friendly than the 2003-2004 version. The second factor is students’ familiarity
with information technology and their expectation of the use of technology in their education today.

E-learning Effectiveness

In the second survey conducted in 2011 and 2012, a new question was added to assess learning effectiveness of web-enhanced teaching. Table 2 presents the results of learning effectiveness of both undergraduates and graduates. More graduate students reported that e-learning provided a positive influence on their learning experience than undergraduate students (92.0% for graduates vs. 70.6% for undergraduates). In contrast, more undergraduates responded that their learning would not be changed even if e-learning was not utilized (26.5% for undergraduates vs. 8.0% for graduates).
Comparison of Average Rankings of Learning Vehicles between 2003-04 and 2011-12 Surveys

Table 3 shows the results of perceived learning vehicle preferences and the mean differences between undergraduate and graduate students in the 2003 and 2004 surveys. WebCT vista online lectures as one of the web-enhanced teaching methods was highly preferred by graduate students, compared to undergraduate students (a higher ranking of 2.7 by graduate students, p < 0.01). However, undergraduate students preferred help from instructors in the studio or from classmates. The mean difference of the ranking in preferred learning vehicles between the two groups was statistically significant at the 0.05 level (a
higher ranking of 1.2 for help from instructors, and a higher ranking of 1.0 for help from classmates by undergraduate students). The other five items for the learning vehicles did not show statistically significant relationships between two groups.

Please see Table 3 in the PDF version

In the 2011 and 2012 surveys, the three learning vehicles (online lectures, help from instructors, and help from classmates) that had a significant difference in the 2003 and 2004 surveys were also ranked similarly (Table 4). However, the mean ranking differences were greater in the 2011 and 2012 surveys than in the previous investigation. While the help from instructors in the studio and from classmates in the 2003 and 2004 surveys showed 1.0 and 1.2 ranking differences between undergraduate
and graduate students, respectively, the mean ranking differences of the same learning vehicles were 3.4 and 2.1 in the 2011 and 2012 surveys (p<0.01). This means that the undergraduate students in 2011 and 2012 were more likely to rely on help from instructors or classmates rather than individual or independent learning. Further, the in-class Powerpoint lectures assessed in the 2011 and 2012 surveys and the Web CT online lectures in the 2003 and 2004 surveys were more preferred by graduates than undergraduates.

Reading the textbook was ranked low in both groups and in both the 2003-2004 and 2011-2012 surveys. However, the mean difference for reading the textbook was only significant in the 2011 and 2012 surveys (Diff. = 2.1 higher in graduate students, p<0.01), indicating that graduate students preferred reading the
textbook more than undergraduate students. It should be noted that reading the textbook in the 2011-2012 surveys was ranked the second lowest by undergraduates. This assignment required independent effort from individuals and very little interactivity among peers and/or with instructors. Undergraduates’ dislike of non-interactive learning vehicles was consistent in both the 2003-2004 and 2011-2012 surveys.

Please see Table 4 in the PDF version

Figures 1(a) and (b) visually show the trends of learning vehicle preferences between undergraduate and graduate students for 2003-2004 and 2011-2012, respectively. The results of learning vehicle preferences show a similar pattern between the surveys of two investigations. In both investigations, interactive learning
vehicles such as help from instructors in the studio and help from classmates were highly preferred by undergraduates, while independent learning vehicles such as online lectures and working on homework or exercise assignments were highly preferred by graduates. Further, reading the textbook was ranked low in both groups and in both investigations.

Please see Figure 1 in the PDF version

*Learning Effectiveness by Students’ Grade Expectations*

Among students participating in the 2011 and 2012 surveys, a total of 76 students (63.3%) expected to receive an A grade in the first survey, while 41 students (34.2%) expected a B, and 3
students (2.5%) expected a C grade. The grade expectation changed in the second survey. The percentage for an A grade decreased to 38.1% (44 students), while the expectation for B and C grades increased to 47.8% (54 students) and 14.2% (16 students), respectively.

Please see Table 5 in the PDF version

Please see Figure 2 in the PDF version

Table 5 and Figure 2 represent the results of learning preferences between students expecting an A grade and those expecting a B or C grade. Students who expected an A grade were more
adaptive to individual learning such as the class journal \((p<0.05)\) and reading the textbook \((p<0.01)\) than those expecting a B or C grade, and were more likely to understand the course subjects by working on exercise assignments independently. The results also show that in-class lectures using Powerpoint slides were more helpful to students expecting an A grade than the group of students expecting a B or C grade. However, students who expected lower grades tended to prefer more interactive learning methods such as getting help from instructors in the studio or getting help from classmates. Interestingly, pre-recorded demonstration videos that show grading processes stored in e-learning were more efficient for students expecting a B or C grade \((p<0.05)\).
Conclusions

This study investigated the effectiveness of web-enhanced teaching in landscape construction studio courses taken by both undergraduate and graduate students. The researchers conducted a longitudinal comparison on two investigations that were performed eight years apart. The researchers also surveyed students’ preferred learning vehicles in both investigations. The result indicates that students were highly satisfied with web-enhanced teaching in both investigations. Particularly, students in recent years were more satisfied with web-enhanced teaching than those in the past. Undergraduate and graduate students preferred different types of learning vehicles, in which undergraduates preferred interactive types. In addition, students expecting an A grade were more likely to prefer individual or
independent learning vehicles whereas students expecting a B or C grade relied on interactive learning methods.

This study provides landscape architecture educators an insight into the opportunities and challenges in applying web-enhanced teaching in studio-based courses. Particularly, findings of the study are useful for those who may use a similar pedagogical approach. The lessons learned from the longitudinal investigations can be described as follows. First, web is no longer an add-on feature in teaching but a necessity. More students enter the colleges and graduate schools without knowing that they have been well adapted to learning from the online environment, i.e., e-learning. Second, the interactivity of e-learning is still not as strong as that of face-to-face meetings. Undergraduates who are more likely to rely on interactive
learning may suffer from web-based teaching that often lacks interactive communications. Web-enhanced teaching appears to be a viable option that balances the need of interactivity and accessibility to course materials.
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